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Running a convenience store in today’s economic 
climate is very challenging due to strong competition 
and the fact that margins are being squeezed from 
both ends. Customers have become increasingly price 
conscious and are seeking value at every opportunity. 

Costs are increasing due to the inflationary pressures 
of higher raw material prices. As an Operator you 
need to be focused on providing value and offering 
products and services that appeal to customers  
while remaining competitive and profitable. 

We have a team of specialists who can assist you.  
We understand this sector and have experience  
of working with and advising a wide range of retail 
clients. Recognising that every outlet is different,  
we customise our support to meet the needs of  
your business. 

Our aim is to build an understanding of your 
business and your business and personal goals and 
work with you to make your outlet more successful.

Retail & Food



Retail Support Services
Our team has a combination of traditional accountancy 
expertise and strategic awareness. As well as assessing  
the strategic position of your business we can review the 
daily or weekly processes such as retail accounting and 
payroll and provide you with the support to introduce new 
approaches or simply deliver tasks as efficiently as possible. 
Our range of services includes the following:

Strategy Workshops
�Advising�stakeholders�on�expansion,�succession�planning,��>
disposals�or�selling�the�business.

Creating�and�protecting�wealth.��>

�Identifying�best�practice�and�appropriate�controls���>
within�the�retail�and�food�sector.

�Assisting�with�funding�and�banking�needs�and��>
relationships�with�bankers.

�Specialised�Corporate,�VAT�and�Personal�Tax�planning��>
including�succession�planning.

Benchmarking and Best Practice
�Providing�industry�benchmark�reports�based�on���>
a�large�number�of�Supermarket�and�Retail�Operations.

�Analysing�data�from�constantly�improving�computerised��>
systems�and�demonstrating�how�to�concentrate�on�key�
performance�areas.

�Advising�on�relevant�accounting�software�solutions.��>

�Reviewing�scanning�systems�to�ensure�appropriate��>
application�of�VAT.

Financial Reporting
��Preparing�and�analysing�monthly/quarterly���>
Management�Reports.

�Providing�back�office�processing�for�accounts�payable���>
and�payroll�processing�as�an�outsourcing�option.�

�Undertaking�financial�planning,�cash�flow�budgeting���>
and�preparing�projections.

�Preparing�Financial�Statements�to�meet�required���>
deadlines�(including�Balance�Sheets,�Cash-flow��
Statements,�Profit�and�Loss�Statements��
and�Departmental�Operating�Statements).

Analysing Financial Information
�Analysing�margin�by�department�to�identify�problem�areas.�>

�Identifying�how�to�improve�participation�rates���>
on�higher�margin�departments.

�Focusing�on�reduction�of�shrinkage�to�below���>
accepted�norms.

�Advising�and�assisting�on�effective�back�office���>
systems�from�the�back�door�goods�inwards�through��
to�accounts�payable.

�Focusing�on�cost�reduction�and�overhead�elimination��>
through�expert�analysis�and�store�benchmarking.

Monthly�/�Quarterly�KPI�Reporting.�>

Compliance
�Providing�a�professional�audit�service.�>

�Ensuring�corporate�compliance.�>

�Complying,�thanks�to�our�experienced�tax�team,���>
with�all�corporate,�VAT�and�personal�taxes.

�Reviewing�compliance�of�employment�legalisation���>
via�our�dedicated�human�resource�specialists.

Established�in�1958,�Russell�Brennan�Keane�
(RBK)�is�a�leading�chartered�accountancy�
and�business�advisory�firm,�with�offices�in�
Dublin,�Athlone�and�Roscommon.
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Why talk to us?
��> We�understand�the�challenges�of�running�a�retail�and��
food�store�and�are�experienced�in�using�benchmarking��
to�achieve�best�practice.

�We�deliver�integrated�business�solutions�based�on�a�clear��>
under-standing�of�business�needs�–�we�can�make�outlets�
more�successful.�

�We�have�expertise�in�the�computer�systems�operated��>
within�the�retail�sector�and�how�these�can�be�implemented.

�We�provide�a�high�quality�professional�service�and�have��>
experience�of�working�with�and�advising�a�wide�range�of�
retail�clients.�

What Our Clients Say
“We have relied upon Russell Brennan Keane for our  
financial requirements since 2004. During this time we have 
developed a great working relationship with the staff at RBK 
and consider the company to be a valued financial partner. 

The financial and technical support provided by RBK 
 is outstanding. All queries are processed promptly and 
efficiently and we are always kept well informed on what’s 
happening with the accounts. On many occasion RBK  
have ‘gone beyond the call of duty’ when assistance has 
been required and this has been greatly appreciated.”

Joe Deasy Owner, Centra, Clarecastle

“In the more than 16 years that I have worked with 
Russell Brennan Keane, they have consistently provided  
quality financial services both at a personal and business 
level.  I believe Russell Brennan Keane’s professional and 
entrepreneurial approach has helped build my business  
and in these tough times is more important then ever”.

Sean Tarpey Owner, Super Value, Cavan 

Gala�Retail�Services�

“We have engaged the services of Russell Brennan Keane 
for the past three years and benefited from the company’s 
sound financial advice. During this time, our business with 
RBK has grown from the initial brief and we are now working 
on a number of projects with the company.

“I have found this partnership to be extremely beneficial over 
the years and have great respect for the advice, integrity and 
professionalism of RBK.”

Gary�Desmond�CEO, Gala Retail Services Ltd.
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Disclaimer

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of information within 
this publication is correct at the time of going to print, Russell Brennan Keane 
do not accept any responsibility for any errors, omissions or misinformation 
whatsoever in this publication and shall have no liability whatsoever.   
The information contained in this publication is not intended to be an advice 
on any particular matter.  No reader should act on the basis of any matter 
contained in this publication without appropriate professional advice.
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We work with a range of supermarket 
Networks and Franchises:

Our Retail Team

David is one of our most experienced retail and consumer 
specialists with over 27 years experience of working in the 
sector. This includes leading audit engagements and advising 
companies on a range of business issues including cashflow 
management, banking, management performance as well as 
maximizing the bottom line. 

David specialises in providing business advisory services 
to private sector retail and food businesses. He has an in-
depth understanding of both the strategic and operational 
challenges facing retail and consumer operators and provides 
practical and commercially-focused advice on the many issues 
facing the sector.

James leads our Retail Team. He has extensive experience 
in providing advisory services to the retail sector and has 
particular expertise in implementing cost and tax saving 
packages to help achieve and sustain competitive advantage. 

James is a Fellow of the Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants and also completed a Degree in Accounting and 
Finance at AIT.

Having previously worked as a management accountant 
with the retail supermarket industry, Aine has extensive 
knowledge of retail systems and operations. With a focus on 
the very practical, Aine has carried out a number of reviews 
of accounting and back office functions for independent 
retailers. She has made recommendations which have 
resulted in greater efficiency, shrinkage reduction and 
increased profitability.

Aine is a member of the Institute of Accounting Technicians.

 

James Fitzmaurice
Tel:�090�6626750  
Email:�jfitzmaurice@rbk.ie

David Gleeson
Tel:�090�6626750  
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Aine Campbell
Tel:�01�6440100  
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